Introduction.
The object of this paper is to establish the result:
Theorem. IfaE&* is a torsion element of the oriented cobordism ring £2*, then there is an oriented manifold M representing the cobordism class a together with an action ib of S1 on M by orientation preserving diffeomorphisms having the property that d>iz, m) =m, zES1, mEM, implies z is either 1 or -1.
Denote by 5E(G), G a compact Lie group, the ideal of classes a££7 represented by an oriented manifold M on which G acts by orientation preserving diffeomorphisms with the action having no stationary points. One then has:
Corollary.
If Tk is the toroidal group SXX ■ ■ ■ XS1 ik-times), then SFiTk) is the torsion ideal o/ft*. Corollary. For ft ^2, the ideal 5E(Z2*) is precisely the ideal of classes aE&* having even Euler characteristic.
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2. Proof of the theorem. In order to prove the theorem, note first that if M is an oriented manifold and d>: SXXM-+M is an S1 action, then for each tES1, d>it, ): M-^M is an orientation preserving diffeomorphism since it is homotopic to the identity. Thus the orientation preserving property is automatic for S1 actions.
Next, recall from Wall [4] that the algebra W* of unoriented cobordism classes represented by a manifold with wi reduced integral is a polynomial algebra over Z2 on classes x2;t_i, x2k, x2fl with k not a power of 2. There is a homomorphism d: tW"+1->fi" obtained by sending the class of M into the class of the submanifold N of If dual to wx, and Wall has shown that image (d) is precisely the set of torsion elements of 12*. Using Wall's representative manifolds, one has that the classes x2k-i and x\i contain orientable manifolds, and since d is a derivation, for any monomial f = n xiia-n *»»-r n ^2ky <* 0 7 that aF = n *2jq-n x2kfl-i-d I n *«4.
Thus, it suffices to show that each class d{x2kl ■ ■ • x2kr} contains a representative manifold on which S1 acts in the desired fashion. There are two cases to be considered: r= 1 and r> 1. First, consider the case r = 1. Then dx2k = x2k-X is representable by a Dold manifold P(m, n) with m odd and w even (see [3] ). In particular, P(m, n) is obtained from given by the reflection of Sm in the plane for which the last coordinate is zero. Then let Q(m, n) be formed from S1XPim, n) by identifying it, u) and i~t, r(u)). As noted by Wall, Qim, n) represents xik (for properly chosen m and n).
Let Ni = Qim{, n/) represent x2*,., i=l, ■ ■ ■ , r. Let 7r,: N ->Sl be the projection induced by S1XPimi, n/)^>S1: it, u)^>t2. Then 7rt-is a fibration and realizes wiiN/). Let S1 act on Nt by means of the action S1 X S1 X P(wf, »<) -+S1 X P(m<, «,-): (2, *, «) -> izt, u).
The action 0,-: SlXNt->N{ has fixed points only for 1 and -1 in S1. 
